
Technology and Humanity -  

Future opportunities and challenges



Futurist Humanist

Algorithms Androrithms



The future is better than we tend to think



Science fiction is increasingly becoming science fact



‘Business as usual’ is dead, in pretty much every way



‘Business as usual’ is dead, in pretty much every way



Your ability to think 'from the future' as opposed to ‘about the future’  
dictates whether the coming disruptions will spell opportunity or disaster

How future-ready are YOU?



Years not decades!



Years not decades - futurize now!





Don’t be ‘experts on a previous version of the world’!



The key to future success: assume less, discover more



We not heading for chaos - just for more complexity!



The era of Digital Ethics is here: everything is interdependent

"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right (or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        
adapted from Potter Stewart



Technology isn’t good or bad - it just is



Avoid ‘management by algorithms’ (United Airlines)



Codes of Behaviour | Social Contracts | Ethics | Laws and Regulations



Who will be ‘Mission Control’ for humanity?



Now.  
Here.  
Us.



Technology  
has no 
ethics



Technology  
has no 
ethics



Technology #HellVen  
- we are defining the mix today

90%10%



Mobile devices are already our ‘external brains’…



…and connectivity is already a kind of religion



Next: a rapid shift towards voice control interfaces, intelligent digital assistants and bots





Transcend humanity?  



The 2 biggest game changers for humanity: AI and human genome editing



“We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world” (Sundar @ Google)

“Computer systems able to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such as visual 

perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages” Wikipedia



Data is the new oil, and artificial intelligence is the new electricity



And the Internet of Things is creating a new meta-intelligence



And the Internet of Things is creating a new meta-intelligence



The global brain is near: this could be heaven or it could be hell!



How 

computable 

are we (and 

our lives)?



The most important things in life are not really programmable!



“Human minds are societies of minds. We run on ecosystems of thinking” (Marvin Minsky)

Intellectual intelligence (human) 

Social intelligence (human) 

Emotional intelligence (human) 

Artificial intelligence (machines)



Algorithms outperform human intelligence when it is not 
about understanding, mental or emotional states, intentions, 
interpretations, deep semantic skills, consciousness, self-

awareness… flexible intelligence.  (hat tip to Luciano Floridi)



Yet machines don’t think like humans do!
Thinking Machines |  Cognitive Computing  | Deep Learning | Artificial Intelligence

Cognition is embodied - we think with the body not with the brain (D. Kahnemann)



ROUTINE



ROUTINE



Katja Grace Future of Humanity Institute  (Oxford) asked 1634 AI experts: 
when will intelligent machines be ‘better humans’ in a wide range of tasks



Yet we may still need an ‘EPA for Humanity’



The biggest challenge is not that machines will take over  
-but that we become too much like them!



We should never put efficiency over humanity



Because technology is not what we seek but how we seek



Becoming 

more human 

(not less) is 

our future



Humanity isn’t just another ‘nice to have’



Automate where it’s useful but make sure your software will not end up ‘cheating the world’ 

Automation bias is the propensity for humans to favour 
suggestions from automated decision making systems 
and to ignore contradictory information made without 

automation, even if it is correct   
(Wikipedia)



Give the routines to machines - but never delegate trust, relationships and humanity



Give the routines to machines - but never delegate trust, relationships and humanity



The 2017 Asilomar AI principle: great overall guidance for the future of technology 

• Human values: all systems should be designed and operated to be compatible with 

ideals of human dignity, rights, freedoms and cultural diversity 

• Shared benefit and prosperity: to benefit & empower as many people as possible 

• Ecosystem thinking: ethical, economical and societal issues need to be included 

• Responsibility: those that design, build or run these systems are moral stakeholders



Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it



Thanks for your time and attention! 
Download this deck at www.futuristgerd.com


